1 Get Qualified & Active
2 Get 2 New Autoship Customers
3 Enroll at least 2 Promoters with Enrollment/Upgrade Packages

To Qualify for GO VIP800, you must have 2 Customer Autoship orders and enroll 2 Promoters to Upgrade Packages totaling at least 800QV within your first 14 days as a Promoter.

FOR MORE REWARDS:
- $400 VIP Bonus
- + $100 THRIVE Credit
- + Fast Start Bonuses

GO VIP800
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To Qualify for GO VIP1600, you must have 4 Customer Autoship orders and enroll 4 Promoters to Upgrade Packages totaling at least 1600QV within your first 14 days as a Promoter.

GO VIP1600

Added $400 VIP Bonus
+ $100 THRIVE Credit
+ Fast Start Bonuses

Compliance Note: Bonus Buying is strictly enforced. Anyone caught creating fake accounts and placing orders through fake accounts will be disqualified from achieving the GO VIP Bonus and will be suspended from Le-Vel without pay.
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